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to find out about the history of Comarques. Often in France,
but incapable of speaking French with any fluency. He said
that he thought novels of to-day immensely superior to those
of 20 years ago. He said that at Xmas, numbers of people
made up their minds to buy " ' Whitaker ' and one other book ".
The other book might be a volume of devotional verse. He said
that novels more and more dominated the book market.
Monday, December 8>th.
J. C. Squire came on Saturday. Long hair, Jaegerishly dressed.
But sound, competent, honest in argument. He was highly in
favour of Webbs etc., and said the New Statesman was going on
excellently, as to finance. He could not appreciate Tailhade's
verse. Left this morning, very Jaegerish.
I finished the second yachting article for the Century on
Friday afternoon. Saturday morning je bricolais, arranging
books etc.
Friday, December I2th.
Ravel 1 arrived last night at 7.40.
Monday, December i$th.
Excursion to Ipswich, Saturday. Shops dosed at i p.m. — at
least all good ones except antiquaries. We went into three and
bought a number of things. Ravel also. Walpole came in the
afternoon — 6.40.
I began the actual writing of " Don Juan " on Friday after-
noon, and it seemed to go fairly well. I read " Bubu de Mont-
parnasse " lately. A little book ; good. Then " Dans les
Rues ", of Rosny Aine, which describes making of an apache.
This is a less absorbing book, by a greater man than C. L. Philippe.
Some of the scenes in it are magnificent. It did not enchant me,
as did some of " Bubu ", but it held me.
Saturday, December
Rickards came on Christmas Eve. Doran came on Sunday
morning. Doran left this morning, to spend week-end with
Ernest Hodder Williams. He said tbat while he was there he
didn't have to go to chapel and Ernest didn't go either.
1 Maurice Ravel, the well-known French, composer.
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